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ActIn Time

Editor’s comment

Editor’s comment...
Welcome to the twenty-third edition of timelines - the
official magazine for the ActIn Time community!
It’s time to celebrate the launch of the latest version of the UK’s leading
workforce management system: ActIn Time 2017!
This year sees the introduction of the mobile worker app’ for IOS and
Android along with a number of improved security features. Increasing
speed is another key factor in this new release – something that will
benefit all users.
I hope that you find this edition of timelines useful and once again may
I take this opportunity to thank you for your continued support. If you
have any further questions, please contact the customer care team on
+44 (0)20 8882 4522.

Andre Scott

IT Systems Manager - ActIn Time
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ActIn Time 2017:
increased security
and improved
performance…

What’s new

What’s new?...
A quick guide to some of the new & improved features in this version:

1
2
3

Improved... Speed & security. P6 - 7
New... Machine control module. P26 - 27

ESS
Employee Self Service

Improved... ESS. P20 -25
January 2017
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Modules

Remember that ActIn Time 2017

Personnel

Absence
Management

Attendance

Cost Centre
Analysis

Fire Alarm
Roll Call /
Assembly Point

ADP (Attendance
Display Panel)

ESS

Payroll
interface
(optional)
4

Employee Self Service

ESS
(Employee Self Service)
January 2017

The Web Client

TWC
(The Web Client)

Interested in talking further about any of the modules?

Modules

includes the following modules:

Access
Control

Asset
Management

Job
Costing

Reports,
Exports and
Customisation

Mobile Worker
(optional)

To-do List &
Dashboards

Machine control
Contact customer care on +44 (0)20 8882 4522
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General

Speed!...
A big focus has been placed on increasing the
speed of the software in this version of ActIn Time,
and users have reported increases in speed of up
to 40%!
These speed increases can be best seen during the
main calculation and when using the attendance
adjustments and absence management screens.
These speed improvements are best experienced
on systems running Windows Server 2008 R2
Standard Edition with a minimum of 32 GB RAM
and SQL Server 2008 (or above).
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General

Password security…
After many requests for higher levels of security within
the software, we’ve answered with the introduction of
256bit salted hash encrypted passwords. In simple terms,
passwords within the software are much more secure!
To take it that one step further, we’ve given the ability for
both ActIn Time and ESS users to reset their passwords
without needing to speak to the super user of the software
first.
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General

Active directory…
The development team has introduced
support for active directory domain services
in the ActIn Time software. This means that
the ActIn Time client, the ESS and the TWC
will compare the username and password
with the active directory domain controller
to ensure the user is valid before running
the application. Removing the user from
the active directory will in turn remove their
ability to access ActIn Time .
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General

Terminal groups…
With efficiency being a prime focus on this version of software, the idea
to ‘group’ terminals was introduced. No longer will a terminal that isn’t
connecting on the network cause every other terminal to not bring in
‘clockings’. Each terminal group works independent of all other groups
allowing a much more efficient day to day running of the software.
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Personnel

Accident book…
While the recording of accidents has
been a function within the software
for some time, on this version of
ActIn Time we took the decision
to expand on this feature further.
The accident book was designed to
make the booking, recording and
maintaining of accident records
much more efficient.
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Personnel

Any accidents on the system are recorded against an employee record in an improved layout with all the required fields that may be
required. Once all the correct information is filled out within the accident record, they can be accessed quickly and efficiently through the
accident book.

January 2017
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Absence management

Absence calendar 10x faster…
With speed being a big
focus on this version
of ActIn Time we’ve
drastically improved the
draw speed of the absence
management calendar.
Many of our users report
increases in speed of up to
10x faster!
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Absence management

Redundant absence reasons…
If you’ve been using the system for a number of years,
it’s likely to have a number of absence reasons on
the system that you do not currently use. To save the
system getting clogged up with unused absence reasons
we’ve added the option to set them as redundant. This
means they will not show up on any part of the system
once flagged as redundant.

x
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Absence management

Shortcuts…
Expanding on an already solid absence
management module, we’ve further streamlined
this area to allow managers to experience a much
more efficient day to day running of the system
when it comes to booking, monitoring and recording
absences. By adding these extra context menu
options, managers will find tasks such as crediting
an employee a much more user friendly experience.

14
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Absence management

The context menu’s we’ve added take you through
to various absence related areas within the system
which provide a short cut to the various sections of
the software.
To add to this, the context menus are designed to be
intelligent. By clicking on these options, it will take you
through to the relevant employee for the date range
you have selected and within the same absence year.
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Job Costing

Job Costing sort and filter...
The Sort & Filter has been a great addition to
ActIn Time since its introduction in 2012, and this
has now been expanded to include Job Costing
statuses. This gives the option of viewing only
active jobs on the system rather than listing them
all in effort to tidy up the system.
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Job Costing

Automatically switch to ‘in progress’...
In an effort to save time when creating
jobs on the system, we’ve made a small
change that should make a big difference
when it comes to job costing. When an
employee first books on to a job that was
previously set as not started, it will change
the status to ‘In progress’ automatically to
save time.
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Mobile Worker

Mobile Worker...
With the surge in mobile device usage over recent
years, it’s safe to say that most people will have a
mobile phone capable of running apps. We’ve kept
this in mind when we designed the mobile worker
application. Employees can download an app directly
from the iOS (app store) or Android (play store) for
free and connect directly on to your ActIn Time. From
here, employees are able to ‘clock in’ remotely and
managers can view where these bookings were made.
Booking location
The mobile worker feature within ActIn Time 2017
enables a manager to check an individual’s location
where the attendance booking was made. Utilising
a mobile devices GPS signal, it tracks exactly where
the employee ‘clocked in’ and displays them on a map
interface within the software. All the locations are
stored within the ActIn Time database so you can
reference them in the future.
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Mobile Worker

Remote attendance bookings
After being a much requested feature for many years, employees who otherwise are not able to access the standard ActIn Time attendance
terminals are now capable of ‘clocking in’ from anywhere in the world!
Using cloud based technology, the employee can at the click of a button book in/out on their attendance which will then be able to be
viewed in the software as if made from an attendance terminal.
With a low-cost extremely competitive yearly maintenance charge, the ActIn Time mobile worker module is sure to provide an affordable
solution for businesses looking for effective ways to monitor attendance of remote workers.
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ESS

Documents via ESS...
The option to view documents within the ESS (Employee Self Service) has been an option within ActIn Time for some time, however the
ability for an employee to upload their own documents hasn’t been available until now. After requests from a number of customers, we’ve
included this as a feature in ActIn Time!
Documents such as Doctors notes etc can be added extremely easily and once uploaded (and approved) a copy will be held directly in the
database for other ActIn Time users who have permissions(!) to view and download themselves.
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ESS

A good example of the document transfer could be a weekly vehicle checklist
where an employee has to check their vehicle oil, screen wash levels,
bodywork and alloys for any scratches. The completed document could then
be scanned (or photographed) and transferred via the ESS for approval by their
line manager. The document is then stored against the employee’s personnel
record.

January 2017
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ESS

Record accidents on ESS...
An additional feature added in
ActIn Time is the option of allowing
employees to create their own
accident records within the ESS
(Employee Self Service). Employees
will fill out a form on the ESS using all
the fields they could require and once
submitted the form will go through to
the manager for approval. After the
manager has taken action against the
accident record, it will appear against
the personnel record of the employee.
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ESS

Absence reasons can be hidden in
the ‘who’s having time off’...
Improving on the ‘Who’s having time
off’ feature, we’ve added the option of
excluding specific absence reasons from
being viewed on this form. Now only valid
absences and holidays that you want to
appear will be shown on the ‘Who’s having
time off’.

x
January 2017
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ESS

Redesigned about me...
Along with many of the improvements
to the ESS, the ‘About me’ section has
been redesigned to allow for a much
more efficient user experience for the
employee. It contains information
where employees can view their own
details so they can query them with
HR if incorrect etc.
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ESS

Requesting time off intelligently changes
the finish date...
While only a minor change, we’ve
made an improvement to the ‘Request
time off’ so that the finish date of an
absence being created gets intelligently
changed in line with first day of the
absence. All of this is in effort to
increase the efficiency of the system,
and while a minor change it does make
a large impact.
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Machine control

Machine Control...
The concept behind the machine control module is simple:
to ensure that only correctly qualified employees with valid
PPE are able to activate maintained machines during a valid
work pattern. In other words ensuring that non-qualified, non
equipped staff cannot operate expensive and potentially lethal
equipment without management authorisation.
A number of existing ActIn Time elements were used in the
design of this solution, including personnel training records
and asset management. The interface between the employee
and the machine comes in two parts: the machine control
reader and the machine controller unit. The machine control
unit connects to the electronics of your machine, a task which
is completed by the machine manufacturer or supplier. The
machine control reader is usually mounted on the machine
and contains both biometric and proximity readers and a
PIN keypad. An LCD display provides the machine status and
highlights any step failures (outlined in the following pages).
Once installed the machine control module provides ActIn
Time with new factory floor information about who is using
which machine and for how long. An additional benefit is the
monitoring of machine errors that can also be linked into the
‘machine controller inputs’ to provide accurate downtime
information in real-time.
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machine
control reader

machine
controller unit

Machine control

PUWER: Provision and Use of Work Equipment Regulations 1998
FROM

£995
PER MACHINE
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Miscellaneous

Disable ActIn Time user accounts...
User accounts have been a part of
ActIn Time since its creation and in
an effort to increase the security of
the system we’ve added the option to
disable user accounts. This is primarily
aimed at users in ActIn Time that
may have left the company so you do
not run the risk of them being able to
access the software.
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Miscellaneous

Email ports and test email button...
Emails have become a large part of ActIn
Time with the introduction of the password
security so we felt it was only fair to expand the
software to allow the inclusion of email ports.
We’ve also added an option in the email setup
page to allow the email settings to be tested.
A test email will be sent out so that you can
confirm the email settings are correct.

January 2017
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ActIn Time roadshows and training

Roadshow locations TBA
Workshops/Roadshows
The customer care team will be organising free workshops
throughout the year. Customers can arrange to attend these product
awareness sessions to learn more about the key aspects of their
system. Additional launch roadshows will be announced to highlight
the new features of the latest product release. The events are to
be held at strategic sites across the U.K. and gives customers the
opportunity to see how the latest improvements within ActIn Time
could help their business, whilst relaxing with a coffee and pastry!
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To reserve a place at a roadshow near you, please contact us on
+44 (0)20 8882 4522 or info@wisegrove.co.uk
January 2017

Accident book

Enhanced Employee s
elf service
Improved speed
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the ESS
Increased security
Just think of the benefits of ActIn Time 2017
January 2017
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What’s the cost of upgrading to
Convert your old version of ActIn Time software
to version 2017:
Why not arrange with
customer care for a ActIn
Time technician to visit
your site to convert your
system to 2017?

Upgrade
nt
costs depende
upon SLA

This package will include
updating your server and
terminal firmware, importing
legacy data plus a system
health check with full policy
commissioning.
The technician will also provide
new feature awareness training
and documentation.
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For more information about ActIn Time

info@wisegrove.co.uk

ActIn Time biometrics?

Latest
version:

2017
Part exchange your legacy
terminals to the latest biometric ESS technology:
Any ActIn Time terminal manufactured since 1989 can be part exchanged from only £733 +vat

Part
exchange from

SLA upgrade program, please contact us at

or call +44 (0)20 8882 4522

£7+v3at3

bio touchscreen
terminal.

January 2017
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feature upgrade comparison table

Enhanced Features

For a full detailed listing of new features,
please visit www.actintime.co.uk
Older Version
Compatibility
Microsoft
MICROSOFT SQL
MICROSOFT SQL
SQL 2012 (2013+),
2016, 2014, 2012, 2008
2012, 2008, 2005
SQL 2008 (2010+),
SQL 2005 (2010-2016)
Windows 8 (2013+)
Windows 10, Windows 8, Windows 10, Windows 8,
Windows 7 (2011+ only),
Windows 7, Vista
Windows 7, Vista
XP (Up to 2014)
Microsoft Server 2016,
Microsoft Server 2012
Microsoft Server 2012,
2012, 2008, Citrix
(2013+),
2008, Citrix compatible
compatible
Microsoft Server 2008
ActIn Time 2017

ActIn Time 2016

Virtual Server Licence - to enable software to be installed in a virtual environment.

4

4

2012+

ESS & TWC (new web application suite for employee & manager self service). Utilises IIS (Internet Information Service) Web
Server compatibility. Replaced old PIP.

4

4

4 2015+

MICROSOFT SQL DATABASE TYPE.
SQL Server Management Studio Express 2005/2008/2012/2014.
Full Microsoft SQL Server.
Windows Platforms.
Server Compatibility - Microsoft Server 2012 R2, 2008 R2, Small Business Server, other platforms P.O.A.

New Asset Management Module.

4

4

2015+

Dashboards - Graphical display of Real Time Information throughout the system.

4

4

2015+
2015+

Historical Data Lockdown - prevents users amending attendance and absence data once payroll has been run.

4

4

Store multiple documents against Qualifications, Job Specification etc.

4

4

Training / Skills Matrix.

4

4

Company Asset Management; store information relating to company equipment including service dates etc.

4

4

Enhanced Software Security - Higher levels of security, 256bit salted hash encrypted passwords. Reset your own password
within ActIn Time & the ESS plus Active Directory Linking.

4

Speed increase of up to 40% - Improved performance within Attendance Adjustments & Absence Management .

4

New “Mobile Worker” Phone App – Employees can clock in/out via a mobile phone with GPRS linked clockings.

4

Multiple Biometric formats added & major improvements to biometric template movement.

4

Right to Work Section, Disclosure and Barring Service (CRB ), plus introduction of an Accident Book.

4

Enhanced daily overtime authorisation.

4

TWC & ESS - View Uploaded Documents.

4

Push communication technology introduced - Faster data transfer. Combined with Terminal grouping improved reliability for
communications.

4
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I.T. System Requirements

ActIn Time
Job Costing
Terminal

ActIn Time
Access Panel

ActIn Time
ESS/TWC

ActIn Time
Client (Via
Remote
Desktop
Services

Remote Site
Company
Router

ESS
Employee Self Service

ActIn Time
Mobile
Worker
Application
(Phone App)

The Web Client

ActIn Time
Client
Software

CLOUD

Company
Router

ActIn Time
Client
Software
ActIn Time
Cost Centre
Terminal

ActIn Time
Attendance
Terminal

ActIn Time
Attendance
Terminal
ActIn Time
Job Costing
Terminal

ActIn Time
Fire Alarm
Monitor

ActIn Time
Access
Terminal

ActIn Time
Application
Server

ActIn Time
Database
Server

ActIn Time
Client
Software

Company Fire
Alarm System
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The ActIn Time community site is available at
www.actintime.co.uk
Follow us on Twitter @Wisegrove
Contact
general enquiries: +44 (0)20 8882 4522
email: info@wisegrove.co.uk

ActIn Time Lite & ActIn Time Lite Junior
Not all features shown in this brochure
are available for these versions
because they have been restricted
and are tailored to suit company
requirements as they grow.
Please see www.wisegrove.co.uk for
further information.

next edition of
ActIn Timelines:

Coming Soon!
Copyright ActIn Time (2016)
Wisegrove acknowledges any logos and/or trademarks used within this document.
The contents of this brochure may be subject to change without notice at any time.

